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Abstract

Word embeddings revolutionised natural language processing by effectively representing words as dense vectors. Although many datasets exist to evaluate English embeddings, few cater to Dutch. We developed a Dutch variant of the SimLex-999 word similarity dataset by gathering similarity judgements from 235 native Dutch speakers. Subsequently, we evaluated two popular Dutch language models, Bertje and RobBERT, finding that Bertje showed superior alignment with human semantic similarity judgments compared to RobBERT. This study provides the first intrinsic Dutch word embedding evaluation dataset, which enables accurate assessment of these embeddings and fosters the development of effective Dutch language models.

1. Introduction

The demand for effective communication across languages grows as the world becomes more interconnected. Word embeddings, mathematical representations of words in multi-dimensional space, have become crucial for natural language processing tasks such as machine translation and sentiment analysis (Mikolov et al., 2013). However, research on word embeddings has been mainly focused on English. All recent state-of-the-art language models were initially developed for English, and various English-language benchmarks and datasets for evaluating such models are available.

In particular, the English SimLex-999 dataset (Hill et al., 2015) is a reliable gold standard of word similarity ratings that can be used to benchmark word embeddings and large language models incorporating vector representations of word meaning. This dataset consists of a balanced set of 999 English word pairs, where each pair was rated for similarity by 50 native speakers of English. In intrinsic evaluation of word embeddings, these human similarity ratings of word pairs are correlated with cosine similarity values of embedding vectors of the two words in the pair. A model that yields cosine similarities that better correlate with the gold standard is assumed to better represent semantic similarities between words.

However, this focus on English language technology leaves other languages such as Dutch with fewer options for evaluating the quality of its language technology. Dutch is typically considered a fairly high-resource language, and it has importance as a widely spoken language in the Netherlands, Belgium and Suriname and as an official language of the European Union. Nevertheless, Dutch remains under-explored in the context of word embeddings. In particular, we are unaware of any Dutch word similarity datasets that can be used to intrinsically evaluate word embeddings. Dutch word embedding models, such as the Word2Vec-based ones of Tulkens et al. (2016), have exclusively been evaluated on extrinsic tasks, such as relation identification. Available datasets for such extrinsic tasks have been summarized in the DUMB benchmark (de Vries et al., 2023). Intrinsic evaluation could provide a more general type of evaluation that can also inform the use of language models for extrinsic tasks for which there is no specific Dutch gold standard available.

In this work, we address this gap by constructing a new word similarity dataset for Dutch, inspired by the established English SimLex-999 dataset (Hill et al., 2015), as well as MEN (Bruni et al., 2014), following Resnik’s (1995) methods for collecting human semantic similarity judgments. We then use the created dataset to evaluate two state-of-the-art Dutch language models, Bertje and RobBERT, against the human semantic similarity judgments in our dataset. Besides providing a new perspective on the potential performance of these models at various NLP tasks, this also provides insights into the disparities and alignments between machine-learned and human-perceived semantic associations. These observations might inspire further research into human language comprehension and developing more human-like NLP models (Landauer and Dumais, 1997; Lake et al., 2017).

2. Background

The distributional hypothesis posits that words with similar meanings often appear in similar contexts (Harris, 1954). According to this hypothesis, words can be represented as dense vectors in multi-dimensional space, with the distance between vectors indicating semantic similarity (Turney and Pantel, 2010). Word embeddings, rooted in early vector
space models (Salton et al., 1975), are vectorised representations that allow machines to process word meanings and relationships, with a notion of meaning that is grounded in the distributional hypothesis.

Techniques like Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) and count-based models, aided by methods like Singular Value Decomposition (SVD), were fore-runners to modern embeddings (Deerwester et al., 1990; Klema and Laub, 1980). Earlier word embedding models like Word2Vec and GloVe offer static representations for each word without accounting for context-based dynamic meanings (Mikolov et al., 2013; Pennington et al., 2014). In contrast, transformer models, such as BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers) and Generative Pre-trained Transformer (GPT), shift towards token-based or contextual embeddings (Devlin et al., 2019; Radford et al., 2018). Based on the transformer architecture, these models offer context-sensitive representations, capturing the nuances of word usage (Vaswani et al., 2017; Camacho-Collados and Pilehvar, 2018).

### 2.1. Word embedding evaluation

As word embedding models are grounded in a theory of distributional learning, word embeddings have often been evaluated against datasets of word pairs with gold standard word similarity scores elicited from native speakers of the language. Early distributional semantic models for English were evaluated in this way against the WordSim353 (Finkelstein et al., 2001) dataset, where 13 to 16 participants rated 353 English word pairs. Subsequently, the MEN dataset (Bruni et al., 2014) was developed for English with similar aims but on a larger scale. This dataset includes 3000 word pairs rated by crowd workers, though with only a few raters per pair.

These datasets were later criticized for not distinguishing the concepts of word relatedness and word similarity in the instructions to the participants. To address this, the SimLex-999 dataset was developed (Hill et al., 2015), consisting of 999 English word pairs covering different parts of speech and balanced for more abstract and more concrete words. The pairs were rated by 500 crowd workers with about 50 ratings per word pair. The workers were specifically instructed to rate for similarity, and given examples thereof, and the annotator instructions were made available along with the dataset.

In the subsequent era of contextual embeddings, word similarity scores were no longer the most obvious choice for embedding evaluation, as there is no context for contextual embedding models to take advantage of in this kind of benchmark. Nevertheless, they continued to be used for evaluating static embeddings ‘distilled’ from contextual embeddings, mainly in interpretability work (Rogers et al., 2021) or in situations that called for representations of word types containing lexical-semantic information. An example of this is Abdou et al. (2021), who study representations of color terms to find out whether they reflect the perceptual color space. Among others, Bommassani et al. (2020) documented that earlier layers of contextual embedding models perform better at word similarity tasks, and their distillation approach was used to perform such tasks. However, Ehrmanntraut et al. (2021) also argued that we might as well use static embedding models especially in contexts where interpretability is important, as they still perform well in comparison to contextual embedding models on similarity tasks.

The aforementioned datasets are predominantly English-centric and may not encapsulate linguistic and cultural nuances of other languages, which could lead to biased or incomplete assessments of word embeddings (Faruqui et al., 2016; Agirre et al., 2009). To address this, and with SimLex-999 gaining widespread use, the dataset has been adapted to various other languages. This adaptation typically involved translating the word pairs from the English SimLex-999 to the target language and then asking native speakers of the target language to rate the pairs using a translated version of the instructions. We are aware of German, Italian, Russian (Leviant and Reichart, 2015), Estonian (Kittask and Barbu, 2019), Portuguese (Querido et al., 2017), Vietnamese (Van Tan et al., 2017), Polish (Mykowiecka et al., 2018), Czech (Kliegr and Zamazal, 2018), Thai (Netisopakul et al., 2019) and Swedish (Hengchen and Tahmasebi, 2021) versions of SimLex-999. The subsequent MultiSimLex dataset (Vulić et al., 2020) covers 13 languages in a similar manner, based on crowdsourced ratings: Mandarin, Yue, Welsh, English, Estonian, Finnish, French, Hebrew, Polish, Russian, Spanish, Kiswahili and Arabic, with subsequent extensions to Icelandic (Danielsson et al., 2021) and Buddhist Sanskrit (Lugli et al., 2022).

For some languages, translated versions of SimLex-999 are available but with no re-rating specific to that language, including Spanish (Etchevery and Wonsever, 2016), Croatian (Mrksić et al., 2017), Slovenian (Pollak et al., 2020) and various other languages (Barzegar et al., 2018). This approach may be less reliable when word pair similarity differs between languages (Leviant and Reichart, 2015).

For yet other languages, there are resources available that are similar in scope, but specific to that language, such as AnlamVer for Turkish, based on the SimLex-999 annotation guidelines (Ercan and Yıldız, 2018), Finnish FS300 (Venekoski and Vankka, 2017) based on a sub-
set of SimLex-999, the Japanese Word Similarity and Association Norm (Inohara and Utsumi, 2022), SimRelUz for Uzbek (Salaev et al., 2022) and USWS-21 for Urdu (Muneer et al., 2023).

We are not aware of any resources for Dutch in any of these three categories. One type of available resource for Dutch from which some semantic similarity gold standard may be derived is those used by psychologists to study associative priming, such as the dataset of Drieghe and Brysbaert (2002). However, this is about relatedness, not similarity, and this dataset is quite small in scope with 20 usable word pairs.

Therefore, we developed a Dutch version of SimLex-999, with re-rating by Dutch native speakers. Our dataset includes Dutch nouns, verbs, and adjectives, aligning with the English SimLex-999 to ensure linguistic coherence and enable cross-language comparisons.

3. Methodology

To build a Dutch version of SimLex-999, we first translated the word pairs to Dutch. To ensure consistency and comparability with the original SimLex-999, corresponding nouns, verbs, and adjectives were used (Hill et al., 2015). The selection process involved identifying appropriate Dutch translations or equivalents for the English words in these datasets and carefully considering differences in meaning, usage, and cultural context. When multiple Dutch translations were available, the German version of the SimLex-999 dataset was used as a reference point, given the closer linguistic relationship between Dutch and German (Leviant and Reichart, 2015).

Table 1 showcases this translation process, displaying English word pairs from SimLex-999 alongside their German and Dutch counterparts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English</th>
<th>German</th>
<th>Dutch</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>meat - sandwich</td>
<td>fleisch - sandwich</td>
<td>vlees - broodje</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meter - yard</td>
<td>meter - yard</td>
<td>meter - decimeter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dumb - dense</td>
<td>bloed - unterbelichtet</td>
<td>dom - onderontwikkeld</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Examples SimLex-999 translation

These examples underline the careful considerations made during translation, focusing on achieving semantic accuracy and cultural relevance. For example, the word yard in its distance sense is not used much in Dutch as it is part of the British Imperial system, while in Dutch-speaking countries, the metric system is used. Therefore, we used the word decimeter for the Dutch dataset. Although a yard is much longer than a decimeter, we cannot translate it to meter as this would yield the pair meter-meter, so we chose another related unit of measure that is reasonably frequent in Dutch, the decimeter. In other cases, we chose a word of similar frequency if an exact translation was not available. In this manner, the selection process aimed for the closest possible alignment between the original English words and their Dutch counterparts, thus enhancing the validity and applicability of the Dutch version of the SimLex-999 dataset.

3.1. Re-rating

Next, we conducted a questionnaire in which the Dutch word pairs were re-rated. Native Dutch speakers aged 16 or older participated in the study. Similar to the original English SimLex-999 study, the aim was to ensure a certain level of language proficiency. The chosen age criterion ensured that participants had completed a significant portion of their education in Dutch. Furthermore, this broad age range was required by our ethics committee, based on EU GDPR regulations, and more detailed demographic data collection would have been considered personal data, complicating the data collection procedure and its shareability. In addition, to minimise judgment errors, individuals with any language disorders were excluded from the study.

Several recruitment channels were utilised, including online forums, social media, and educational institutions, which targeted a wide range of potential participants from different walks of life.

The data was collected through an online questionnaire hosted on the Qualtrics platform, chosen for its user-friendly interface and efficient distribution to a large audience (Qualtrics, 2023). Before participating, all participants read an information brochure and provided informed consent. A unique personal ID number was provided to each participant, allowing them to withdraw their answers at any time, ensuring their anonymity. The study was approved by the corresponding author's faculty ethics committee.

After providing informed consent, participants answered personal questions to ensure they met the eligibility criteria. These questions assessed whether participants met the age requirement, their fluency in Dutch, and the absence of language disorders. After determining eligibility, the study directed participants to an instructions page with a Dutch translation of the original English instructions from the SimLex-999 dataset (Hill et al., 2015). These instructions are shown in Appendix B. The instructions emphasise that participants should rate word pairs based on similarity rather than relatedness and provide clear examples to guide them.

Participants rated the semantic similarity of word pairs in the new dataset using a continuous sliding scale from 0 to 10 (Resnik, 1995; Majewska et al., 2021). This random assignment aimed to minimise potential biases related to the order in which word pairs were presented. Aggregating these ratings,
the mean of the scores was used for each word pair, and standard deviations are also included in the dataset as a measure of variance. To ensure the quality of our dataset, we conducted manual checks of all annotations. Annotators who completed only a small portion of the questionnaire were specifically reviewed for accuracy. This process helped us maintain the integrity and reliability of our dataset. These steps follow Hill et al. (2015). The aggregated scores serve as the word similarity values in our dataset, which we subsequently use for evaluating Dutch word embeddings.

The new dataset’s reliability and validity were assessed using several statistical methods. Interrater reliability was examined using the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC, Koo and Li, 2016), and at least ten responses per word pair were gathered to reinforce reliability. We examine the validity of our dataset in terms of content, construct and criterion validity (Cronbach and Meehl, 1955). These concepts are not often cited in NLP but are commonly used in quantitative research, particularly in the social sciences, to validate metrics and procedures. Content validity is defined as “the extent to which a test reflects the various components of the construct it is intended to measure”, construct validity is “the extent to which a measure accurately assesses the construct or latent attribute that it is intended to measure”, and criterion validity is “evaluating the validity of a measure based on its relationship to a specific criterion” (APA, 2020). We believe this is also a useful way of describing and comparing the validity of NLP benchmarks beyond specifics of the particular evaluation procedure.

For Dutch SimLex-999, content validity is supported by the fact that the selected words covered a broad range of semantic domains, and include nouns, verbs, and adjectives. To assess construct validity, we examine the relationship between the dataset and the original English SimLex-999 dataset which is more established as a benchmark of semantic association. To address criterion validity, we compare the dataset’s performance in evaluating the embeddings contained in Dutch language models with previous evaluation attempts that use other evaluation metrics.

3.2. Intrinsic evaluation of Dutch language models

In addition to creating this dataset, we use our new Dutch SimLex-999 dataset to intrinsically evaluate two state-of-the-art Dutch language models, Bertje and RoBERT. Bertje is a Dutch-language version of Google AI’s BERT (Devlin et al., 2019), having been trained on a vast array of Dutch internet text (De Vries et al., 2019). RoBERT, mirroring Facebook AI’s RoBERTa model, benefits from advanced training approaches and a rich Dutch dataset from the OSCAR corpus (Delobelle et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2019; Scheible et al., 2020). While SimLex-999 is typically used to evaluate static word embeddings, we chose to evaluate embeddings distilled from contextual embedding models as this is a recently popular use case (cf. section 3.2).

The evaluation procedure involves correlating model-calculated similarity scores with the averaged human judgments from the dataset using Spearman’s rank correlation (Spearman, 1904). Similarity scores were obtained by separately embedding each word from a word pair without any context, and computing the cosine similarity between the resulting embeddings. We perform this procedure for every transformer layer of each model to test which layer best encodes human word similarity judgements. We expect that layer 0 yields the best correlation with human word similarity ratings, as it corresponds to a contextless static embedding and the human similarity ratings were also elicited without context. Lastly, we identified instances where model outcomes significantly deviated from human ratings by qualitative analysis.

As BERT’s WordPiece tokenizer (Schuster and Nakajima, 2012) and RoBERTa’s Byte-Pair Encoding (BPE) tokenizer (Liu et al., 2019) approaches may segment longer or less frequent words into tokens, we also consider the issue of subtokenized words. When intrinsically evaluating a model, it is possible to either construct embeddings for them by combining the embeddings of their subtokens, or to skip word pairs with subtokenized words as we would do with OOV words for static embedding models. We explore the effects of these options.

In the former condition, we apply an averaging method to the subtoken embeddings, in line with practices for models using the WordPiece and BPE tokenisers (Devlin et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2019). This is called subword pooling (Bommasani et al., 2020). This approach typically leads to better performance on low-frequency words.

4. Results

From the initial 250 participants, 235 native Dutch speakers were selected as raters. Fifteen were excluded due to self-reported language disorders, such as dyslexia, potentially impacting their Dutch similarity ratings. Data was collected using the Qualtrics platform (Qualtrics, 2023). Participants were given a unique set of 100 word pairs to evaluate. Some participants did not complete the questionnaire, resulting in 10 to 19 responses per word pair, with an average of 15 responses. For each pair, the mean rating was taken to determine the final gold standard SimLex-999 score.

We measured reliability using the intraclass cor-
Correlation with prior findings and suggesting a substantial similarity between languages even though we translated the word pairs as closely as possible. However, since the word pairs cover a range of semantic domains, ensuring content validity. Criterion validity was assessed by comparing the dataset's performance in evaluating Dutch word embeddings to past evaluations, which is detailed in section 5.1. Our construct validity metric is the correlation between ratings in our dataset and ratings in SimLex-999 for the English and German versions of SimLex-999.

This type of correlation analysis has also been performed to assess cross-language similarity in MultiSimLex (Vulić et al., 2020). Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient (Spearman, 1904) served as the metric to measure the degree of semantic similarity between different language versions of the SimLex-999 dataset. High correlation coefficients signify a strong agreement in the semantic similarity between two languages.

### Table 2: Cross-Language Similarity Agreement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset Comparison</th>
<th>Correlation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>English - German</td>
<td>0.7478</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English - Dutch</td>
<td>0.7487</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>German - Dutch</td>
<td>0.6785</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 summarises the Cross-Language Similarity Agreement findings. The results validate the Dutch SimLex-999 dataset's similarity to the English and German versions, serving as evidence of construct validity. Of course, we do not expect maximum correlation, as word meanings differ between languages even though we translated the word pairs as closely as possible. However, since these languages are all related West Germanic languages, a high correlation is to be expected of a valid metric. The English-German comparison yielded a Spearman correlation of 0.7478, aligning with prior findings and suggesting a substantial semantic similarity between these two languages. A comparison between English and Dutch produced a Spearman correlation of 0.7487, similar to the English-German correlation, signifying a high degree of semantic similarity. Furthermore, a comparison between German and Dutch resulted in a Spearman correlation of 0.6785. This is surprising as we might expect German and Dutch to be closer together. The correlation values might have different statistical power due to differences in the number of participants (approximately 50 per pair for English, 13 per pair for German, 10-19 per pair for Dutch).

### 4.1. Comparison of Dutch language models

Next, we evaluate two widely used transformer-based Dutch language models, Bertje and RobBERT-v2, against the novel SimLex-999 Dutch dataset. Using Spearman correlation coefficients, we assess the statistical relation between the model's predictions and human-rated similarity.

Firstly, to be able to use Spearman correlation, the relationship between human-rated and model similarities must be monotonic. We observe that this is the case for both models from the scatter-plots in Figure 1. Figures 2 and 3 show the correlation values between the human ratings of word pair similarity and cosine similarities of word pairs in all layers of the models. For Bertje, the highest Spearman correlation is observed in Layer 0, with a correlation coefficient of 0.409. When combining layers 0 and 3, a correlation of 0.421 is reached. Correlations with human judgements mostly decrease across the layers down to 0.213 at layer 11. Adjectives display the highest correlation at 0.474, with nouns at 0.449 and verbs significantly lower at 0.213 at layer 0. Using the SUBTLEX-NL word frequency database (Keuleers et al., 2010), high-frequency words achieve a 0.444 correlation at layer 0, while low-frequency words hit 0.420. In higher layers, low-frequency words have higher correlations than high-frequency words.

RobBERT's highest overall correlation is 0.207 in Layer 0 and 0.247 when combining Layers 0 and 5. For this model, nouns are the part-of-speech with the highest correlation at 0.263. At layer 0, low-frequency words correlate better with the human judgements than high-frequency words (0.284 and 0.194 respectively).

The trends observed in Bertje’s performance align with the expected patterns of Transformer-based models. Early layers usually adequately represent semantic relationships, while later layers focus more on syntactic patterns (Zhang et al., 2018). Layer 0, which corresponds to static word embeddings, yields the highest correlation scores in both models. Combining high-scoring early layers slightly increases correlation with human judgements. Overall, RobBERT-v2 shows lower correlation scores than Bertje.
Figure 1: Scatterplots with predicted model similarities and similarity ratings from Dutch SimLex-999.

(a) Bertje-DutchSimLex scatterplot (layers 0+3)

(b) RobBERT-DutchSimLex scatterplot (layers 0+5)

Table 3: The words with the highest and lowest absolute difference in human similarity score and model cosine distance (scaled to the SimLex-999 1-10 rating scale, but only original values shown). Highest differences, i.e. errors, are at the top. The words printed in italics are the equivalent words from the English SimLex-999, they are not necessarily the most obvious translation of the Dutch word.

4.2. Error analysis

To gain some qualitative insights into these results, we compare for both models the top 5 worst predicted similarity scores and the top 5 best predicted similarity scores. These results are shown in tables 3a for Bertje and 3b for RobBERT. Word pairs from our Dutch SimLex-999 are shown with their equivalent words from the English SimLex-999. As SimLex similarity ratings are on a scale of 1 to 10 and cosine similarities are on a scale from 0 to 1, we scaled the cosine similarities to a scale of 1 to 10 and then computed the absolute difference between the scaled cosine similarities from the models and the human ratings. The table is sorted by absolute difference, though this value is not shown for reasons of space.

We observe a number of characteristic errors at the top of the table. For both
models, low-frequency words appear at the top of the error list. In particular, RobBERT struggles with predicting antonym relations (aanmoedigen-ontmoedigen, ‘encourage-discourage’, aanwezigheid-afwezigheid, ‘absence-presence’). This suggests that RobBERT encodes relatedness rather than semantic similarity. This is a common problem in distributional semantic modeling and an important motivation for the development of the original SimLex-999 benchmark.

Conversely, Bertje appears to struggle more with ambiguous words, especially ones that are rated similar by humans. In the pair that is ranked 4, the word zeker ‘sure’ is also often used as a confirmatory statement in conversations: ‘for sure’. In pair 5, the word flexibel ‘flexible’ has many metaphoric extensions that may be common in internet data. In pair 3, the word filmrol can either mean a role in a movie or a roll of film. In pair 2, the word vermogen ‘ability’ has extended meanings related to finance and energy. An interesting successful example for Bertje is pair 998, hart-operatie ‘heart-surgery’, where we might expect interference from the association between these two words, but Bertje correctly represents them as semantically unrelated.

Both models yield better correlations with unrelated terms (scored low by the raters), though this could be an artifact of our scaling procedure.

4.3. Effect of the tokenizer

To obtain these similarity scores from Bertje and RobBERT, we made the common assumption that when a word is not in the model’s vocabulary, its embedding can be reconstructed by averaging the embeddings of its subtokens, as discussed in section 3.2. However, this assumption may not always hold and this process may affect model performance. We observed a large difference in the number of subtokenized words for both models. Subtokenized words are in some sense out-of-vocabulary (OOV), although this is not quite comparable to OOV words in static embedding models. Contextual embedding models are designed to be used with tokenizers that split infrequent words into subtokens, thus learning a vocabulary that consists of whole-word tokens and subtokens. In this analysis, we make a distinction between such subtokenized words, and words that are in the model’s vocabulary as a whole.

We observe that RobBERT’s BPE-based vocabulary contains far fewer of the Dutch SimLex-999 words than Bertje’s WordPiece-based vocabulary. BPE builds the vocabulary by considering all symbols used to write words, which results in a higher number of subtokenized words when compared to other tokenisation methods (Sennrich et al., 2016).

Of the 999 word pairs, 139 contained words that are subtokenized for Bertje. Some examples included molecuul ‘molecule’, volbrengen ‘to accomplish’, rechtvaardigheid ‘justice’ and afwijken ‘to deviate’. For the RobBERT model, 550 words are subtokenized, with examples like erkennen ‘to acknowledge’, secretaresse ‘secretary’, somber ‘dreary’ and aanzien ‘prestige’. This far larger reliance on subtokens for Dutch is a potential explanation for RobBERT’s lower correlation with human similarity judgements. To investigate this possibility, we also compute the correlations over the in-vocabulary words only, excluding all word pairs containing at least one subtokenized word. These results are shown in figures 4 and 5. Bertje achieved lower correlation scores in this condition. Bertje’s highest Spearman correlation reached 0.280 in Layer 0 and 0.276 when combining Layers 0 and 3 in this condition. Conversely, RobBERT’s results for subtokenized words are better, reaching 0.461 at layer 0. This is a higher correlation than Bertje’s overall result, though it drops off faster in subsequent layers.

This indicates that Bertje benefits from the use of subtokens to handle complex words, while the RobBERT BPE tokenizer might not be optimal for Dutch, even though we used RobBERT v2, which uses a Dutch-specific tokenizer. This appears to be the main reason for RobBERT’s performance
deficit compared to Bertje on this benchmark. This result also shows that the approach of combining subtoken embeddings is essential for good performance also for Dutch, as it is for a higher-resource language like English (Hu et al., 2019). However, the ideal strategy for composing token embeddings from subtoken embeddings (e.g. averaging, summing or otherwise) may vary depending on the specifics of the task and dataset at hand.

Figure 4: Spearman Correlation across transformer layers in Bertje without subtokens.

Figure 5: Spearman Correlation across transformer layers in RobBERT without subtokens.

The data indicates that Bertje generally outperforms RobBERT on the SimLex-999 dataset. Our error analysis shows that RobBERT appears to have more difficulty with distinguishing word similarity from word relatedness, and Bertje appears to have more difficulty with semantically highly ambiguous words. Differences in performance can be attributed to model architectures and training datasets, highlighting how these factors influence the resulting semantic representations.

5. Discussion

In this work, we have introduced the Dutch SimLex-999 resource, which should put Dutch language technology on a more equal playing field with that of higher-resource languages. Additionally, we provided insights into the performance of two commonly used Dutch language models. Nevertheless, our findings leave several points open to discussion which may have implications for the generalisability and interpretation of the findings.

5.1. Comparison to other studies

To better contextualize our results, it is informative to examine the results of similar experiments for other languages. The performance of the Dutch Bertje and RobBERT on the Dutch SimLex-999 dataset is compared to the performance of other models on their respective language’s version of SimLex-999 in Table 4.

In this landscape, Bertje’s peak Spearman correlation of 0.421 (with layer combination) surpasses many of these results, except for the correlation reported by the two English BERT models (Chronis and Erk, 2020; Ehrmanntraut et al., 2021). On the other hand, RobBERT’s highest correlation of 0.247 is notably lower, especially when compared to other BERT-based models.

We can observe that the highest correlation with human similarity judgements was obtained by taking embeddings from the 8th layer of English BERT, though this study of Chronis and Erk (2020) was specialized for lexical-semantic tasks by using centroids of clusters of token embeddings. The additional contextual information this provides likely accounts for the higher correlation, and this would be an interesting direction to explore for Dutch for improving results on the task of semantic relationship estimation. In our setup, without any context, layer 0 tended to yield the highest correlations. However, combining layer 0 with another relatively highly correlating layer (layers 3 or 5 for our models) resulted in somewhat higher correlations than using a single layer.

More broadly, our Dutch SimLex-999 dataset enables other cross-linguistic model comparisons involving Dutch to be made in future work. Such
comparisons can discern language-specific characteristics from model-specific influences, thereby advancing multilingual NLP.

5.2. Implications for extrinsic tasks

Previous evaluations involving the English SimLex-999 dataset have raised concerns about focusing solely on the “interpretability” of word embeddings (Gladkova and Drozd, 2016). This intrinsic evaluation approach might not leverage the potential of distributional semantics fully. In response, combining intrinsic evaluations with extrinsic evaluations is recommended to understand the models’ real-world applicability. These concerns equally apply to the Dutch version of the dataset. For Bertje and RobBERT, it is also evident that model performance can vary based on the extrinsic tasks they are used for (De Vries et al., 2019; Delobelle et al., 2020). Intrinsic evaluation results do not always correlate with extrinsic evaluation results.

Furthermore, differences in tokenisation methods between Bertje and RobBERT influenced the subtokenized word count, and the model that performed worse had far more subtokenized items and poorer performance on those items. This invites the question of what the ideal tokenisation approach for the Dutch language is.

This research primarily centred on the intrinsic evaluation of Dutch language models, a methodology focused on assessing the models’ ability to accurately capture semantic relationships between words (Bellegarda, 2000). Integrating extrinsic evaluations usually provides deeper insights when evaluating for a specific task (Foster et al., 2014; Khurana et al., 2023), and may yield different results. For instance, in an extrinsic evaluation of Dutch emotion detection tasks, RobBERT outperformed Bertje (De Bruyne et al., 2021). Moreover, in another task-focused evaluation, Bouma (2021) probed Dutch language models’ ability to predict the appropriate use of relative pronouns in complex sentences. While Bertje performed best in the masked language modelling probing task, RobBERT significantly improved fine-tuning, particularly highlighting the model’s capacity to adapt and learn from task-specific data. These differential performances indicate the need for the availability and use of multiple evaluation methods.

5.3. Further work

Fine-tuning Bertje and RobBERT on the Dutch SimLex-999 dataset might enhance their performance on semantic similarity tasks, as seen in English models (Shi et al., 2023; Ding et al., 2023). This could lead to improved performance on downstream tasks. Additionally, employing diverse evaluation sets can offer a well-rounded view of a model’s capabilities (Alivanistos et al., 2022; Xu et al., 2023).

The evaluation of a broader range of models on Dutch SimLex-999 would provide a better picture of the state of Dutch language technology, including static word embedding models or embeddings from multilingual models such as mBERT. The potential of generative large language models such as the LLAMA and GPT families of models for Dutch remain largely unexplored. Assuming that lexical-semantic representations can be obtained, evaluating such models using the Dutch SimLex-999 dataset could provide insights into their Dutch semantic capabilities, potentially benefiting numerous downstream applications. Dutch SimLex-999 could also be used as a benchmark for intrinsically evaluating multimodal embeddings, as done by Pezzelle et al. (2021) for English, comparing the similarities between vector representations of images to human similarity judgements.

The tokenizers employed by Bertje and RobBERT were mainly designed with English in mind. Using different tokenisation methods, like morphological or character-level tokenisers, might provide better results for the more complex morphology of Dutch (Kettunen, 2014). Such tokenisers could offer meaningful tokens for complex Dutch words or capture nuances of the language more effectively.

6. Conclusion

By developing a Dutch version of the SimLex-999 dataset, our work opens up the possibility to carry out intrinsic evaluations of Dutch word embeddings for the first time. Our rating procedure showed high agreement between the raters providing semantic similarity judgements, and the dataset shows significant overlap in semantic similarities with the English and German versions (Hill et al., 2015; Leviant and Reichart, 2015).

We used this dataset to evaluate two prominent Dutch language models, Bertje and RobBERT (De Vries et al., 2019; Delobelle et al., 2020), examining performance per layer, part-of-speech and by lexical frequency. These findings assist in model selection, emphasizing each model’s specific strengths and limitations. A qualitative analysis of model performance on specific word pairs from the dataset with specific linguistic properties can help to better understand the strengths and weaknesses of each model.

This dataset advances Dutch natural language processing by offering a broadly applicable benchmark for word embedding quality, and we encourage the community to intrinsically evaluate other Dutch language models using this benchmark.
7. Ethical considerations and limitations

Despite rating the Dutch SimLex-999 dataset with 235 native Dutch speakers, the dataset's broad applicability might be limited due to the demographic characteristics of the participants. Since collection of participants' personal information was restricted by privacy concerns, providing detailed demographic data was impossible. In particular, it is possible that the intuitions of speakers from smaller populations where standard Dutch is used, such as Belgian Dutch and Surinamese Dutch speakers, are less well represented in the dataset.

The translation process from English to Dutch might have brought in biases, and having been done by only 2 experts, lacked diverse representation. While effort was made to maintain meaning, linguistic subtleties and cultural differences between the translators and raters could have influenced the dataset.

Although MultiSimLex a multilingual followup to SimLex-999 exists (Vulić et al., 2020), we focused on adapting the original dataset to Dutch. As the scope of MultiSimLex is larger, it would have required more resources to adapt even for a single language. However, this restricts the comparability of our results to evaluations done using MultiSimLex.

Our evaluation was limited to contextual word embedding models, while most previous benchmarking using the English SimLex-999 involved static word embeddings. Of course, the Dutch SimLex-999 can be used to evaluate static embeddings as well in future work.

As is the case for English, there is no guarantee that higher scores on an intrinsic evaluation benchmark yield higher scores on an extrinsic task (Gladkova and Drozd, 2016). Furthermore, it is important to note that no single metric can summarize all aspects of model quality (Valmeekam et al., 2024). Semantic similarity-based intrinsic evaluation does not tell us anything about the presence of harmful biases in a model, for example. Models are best evaluated on various different tasks.
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A. Code and dataset

The following link provides access to the repository containing the Dutch SimLex-999 dataset, as well as the code used for evaluating Bertje and RobBERT: https://github.com/lizzybrans/Simlex999-Dutch

B. Annotator instructions

The annotation instructions were translated from (Hill et al., 2015). The instructions emphasised that participants should rate word pairs based on similarity rather than relatedness and provided clear examples to guide them.

Figure 6: Instructions Dutch SimLex-999